What’s it gonna cost me...tomorrow?! The real facts behind what we eat,
Recap

- Recall the class discussion about changing food prices, and the factors that cause those changes.
- Watch the video on George Rodrigue, or visit the artist website.
- Review the infographics in this document, which you analyzed in class.
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**Plan Your Route.**

- From the Texas Star, follow MLK Blvd. around behind the Cotton Bowl Stadium.
- Find Cattle Barn #2 and explore.
- Next, go see the Livestock Shows and Cattle Barn #1, next door.

**Optional Materials to Bring**

- Smart Phone, Tablet
- Pencil & Notepad
- Sketchbook for Arts Connection

**While You’re There**

You will use information you gather at the State Fair to help you with TWO project goals:

1. **Farmer vs. Rancher**:
   Imagine there is a massive drought in Texas. Based on your research at the State Fair, you will have to decide, back at school, which would be the most important to save: Farms or Ranches. Then you'll work on a project.

2. **Mascot**:
   Design a State Fair mascot based on the animals you observed, inspired by the Blue Dog artwork of George Rodrigue.
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So...the goal of your visit is to discover the resources needed for the Livestock and Agriculture industries to thrive.

★ LIVESTOCK SHOWS AND BARNYARDS: Make observations about what the cattle need. Ask the exhibitors:
  * How much do the cows need to eat?
  * How much water do they consume?
  * What happens when there's a drought?
  * What are environmental factors that cause a decrease in cattle production?
  * What happens when there isn't enough food for the cattle?
  * When there's a drought, do cattle prices change?

Plan Your Route...your next stop will be the Food & Fiber Pavilion!
★ Go back down toward the Cotton Bowl and turn right on to Nimitz Drive.
★ Continue walking until you see the Food & Fiber Pavilion on your right.

★ FOOD & FIBER PAVILION:
  * Make observations about the environment.
  * Ask questions about cost, resources needed and factors that limit resources.

Back at School
When you return to class following your State Fair visit, you will work on your two projects. See your teachers for more information.